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Consistency of individual exponents
in cross-modal matching
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An important question about individual differences in the exponent of the psychophysical
power law is how they should be interpreted. The differences may reflect permanent char
acteristics of individuals, and it has been argued that, if this is so, the range of these differ
ences is so great as to identify the class of data as exceptional among the physical and bio
logical sciences. Cited as evidence of such permanence has been the correlation between in
dividual exponents obtained on two separate occasions. In a previous paper, we showed that
increasing the time interval between occasions reduced the correlation to a nonsignificant
level; we argued, therefore, that obtained individual differences in exponents, even though
large, depended upon the operation of factors only incidentally associated with the partic
ular observer. In a series of new studies of session-to-session correlation between individual
exponents, we provide evidence that: (1) our original finding for magnitude estimates of vi
sual size is repeatable, with the correlation dropping to nearly zero after 1 week; (2) when
judged line length is matched to brightness, a delay of 1 week is sufficient to produce a non
significant correlation; (3) in contrast, magnitude estimates of loudness yield significant cor
relations after a week's delay; (4) but, when moduli are arbitrarily changed between sessions
by the experimenter, these correlations for magnitude estimates of loudness drop to a non
significant level, even for a zero-delay condition. We conclude that, whereas in some scaling
tasks the passage of time alone between sessions is sufficient to disrupt what appears to be
the mnemonic basis for session-to-session correlation, in other (less familiar) tasks, more pos
itive interference (in the form of a modulus change) is needed to achieve the same end. The
evidence is consistent with the belief that enduring characteristics of the observer contrib
ute only a small portion of the variability in individual power lawexponents.

The method of cross-modal matching entails an
observer's adjusting the stimulus magnitude on one
perceptual continuum to achieve an intensive match
with the perceived magnitude of a stimulus on a
second continuum (see Marks, 1974, or Stevens,
1975, for a detailed account). Thus, an observer
can adjust the luminance of a spot of light so that
its brightness is equal in magnitude to the loudness
of a tone of some designated intensity. Or, more
conveniently for the experimenter, the observer
may simply provide a number match to the target
tone; in this case, the technique is referred to as
the method of magnitude estimation (Stevens, 1975).
Regardless of the identity of the continuum con
trolled by the observer, the results have, with re
markable consistency, taken the same form: The
magnitude of the observer's setting on continuum A
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(4)a) is a power function of the stimulus magnitude
on continuum B (4)b) , that is, 4>a = aetJg. This is the
psychophysical relation sometimes referred to as
Stevens'law.

At least as important as the form of the law it
self is the finding that for any given response con
tinuum, each target continuum can be characterized
as having a distinctive value of p. Thus, for ex
ample, loudness has an exponent of about 0.6, and
perceived intensity of electric current has an expo
nent of about 2.2, when each is scaled by the method
of magnitude estimation; similarly, more than three
dozen perceptual continua have been associated
with characteristic exponents. Efforts have been
made to provide interpretations for these values.
Stevens (1958, 19(0), for example, argued that the
exponent indicated whether the relevant receptor
system operated as a "compressor" or an "ex
pander," and even that the behaviorally based ex
ponent could be duplicated at the neurological level
(Stevens, 1970). R. Teghtsoonian (1971) suggested
that exponents encode information about the size
of the dynamic range, and possibly about the re
solving power as well, of the associated receptor
systems.

But nearly all of the research literature on which
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such interpretive systems are based involves judg
ments averaged over groups of individual observers.
Important questions have been raised about the
degree to which such average values are represen
tative of the behavior of individual observers, and
it is those questions that are the subject of this paper.

When a group of subjects provides matches for
the same set of stimulus values, it has been found
that the individual exponents differ significantly
from each other-that is, that the goodness of fit
of the individual power functions is substantial and
permits us to reject the null hypothesis that indi
vidual differences are within measurement error
(e.g., Mitchell & Gregson, 1971; M. Teghtsoonian
& R. Teghtsoonian, 1971; Wanschura & Dawson,
1974). But, if individual exponents do differ sig
nificantly from each other, and if these differences
are large relative to the differences that distinguish
continua, the interpretation of exponents based
on pooled data is not easy to make and the idea
that the group exponent is representative-that is,
that it reflects characteristics of the individual trans
duction process-is put into doubt, as Curtis,
Attneave, and Harrington (1968) and Mitchell and
Gregson (1971) pointed out. In fact, Luce (1972)
suggested that one fundamental difference be
tween physical and psychophysical measures is
that the latter do not exhibit a fixed relation to
one another over individuals, that is, that expo
nents are not independent of the subject.

However, it does not necessarily follow from
the fact that individual exponents differ from each
other that these differences are attributable to rel
atively enduring characteristics, whether perceptual
or response-based, of the individual subject. There
is some evidence to support the conclusion that they
are: A number of experiments (Ekman, Hosman,
Lindman, Ljungberg, & Akesson, 1968; Jones &
Woskow, 1962; Luce & Mo, 1965; Mitchell &
Gregson, 1971) have shown that the performance
characteristics of an individual on one occasion
are good predictors of his performance on a sub
sequent occasion. All these studies, however, share
at least one of two procedural aspects-many judg
ments of each stimulus, and judgments made close
together in time. These conditions favor intraindi
vidual consistency on a mnemonic basis, quite aside
from perceptual factors. Repeated presentation of
stimuli and repeated responding may permit the
subject who strives for consistency to differentiate
stimuli and responses and to remember and repeat
the response already made to a stimulus. In an ex
periment previously reported (M. Teghtsoonian &
R. Teghtsoonian, 1971), we attempted to separate
mnemonic from perceptual factors by directly ma
nipulating a variable that might be expected to in
fluence memory for responses, the interval between

the first set of judgments of a stimulus series and
the second set. If the consistency of individual ex
ponents reflects characteristic individual differ
ences, then the passage of time should exert little
influence. In fact, number matches to the apparent
visual area of circles in two sessions showed a high
(r = +0.8) and reliable correlation between indi
vidual exponents in Sessions 1 and 2 with no time
interval between the two sessions, but the correla
tion dropped to a nonsignificant value (r =+0.4)
after 1 h and was at zero after 11 weeks. We con
cluded that, although there are real individual dif
ferences in exponents, they are produced by factors
that are stable only for short time periods, and
thus the differences do not represent enduring in
dividual characteristics. That report has been criti
cized because of the small Ns (9-12 per group) and
because of the absence of data on variability be
tween and within subjects. Subsequently, also,
Engelund and Dawson (1974) failed to confirm
these results in a study in which subjects matched
number to visual area of circles in two sessions,
separated either by no delay or by 1 week; in their
study, all session-to-session correlations (T) were
significant. In a further experiment, duration was
matched to visual area, and a significant session
to-session correlation prevailed after a week's in
terval.

Experiment 1 was undertaken as an extension of
our original study: Groups of subjects made num
ber matches to straight lines varying in extent, with
session-to-session intervals ranging from a few
minutes to 1 week. Experiment 2 was a replication
of Experiment 1.

EXPERIMENTS 1 AND 2

Method
Stimulus materillls. The stimuli were straight lines, drawn

in black ink on white paper and ranging in length from 0.5 to
29.7 em. They were presented in Multilithed booklets, one line
to a 22 x 35 em page, oriented vertically and centered. Each
booklet contained the nine lengths, arranged in a different ran
dom order for each subject within a delay group and for Ses
sions 1 and 2. The random orders were repeated across groups.
Instructions for Session 1 (or Session 2) constituted the cover
page.

Subjects. The subjects were students in sections, varying some
what in size, of an introductory psychology class at a women's
college. We aimed for N =25 in each delay group in Experi
ment 1; final Ns were 29, 20, 24, and 23, for zero, l-h, l-day,
and l-week delays, respectively. We aimed for N = 50 in Experi- .
ment 2; final Ns were 51, 33, 48, and 61, for zero, 4O-min, 1
day, and I-week delays, respectively.

Procedure. All subjects assigned numbers to the nine lengths
on two occasions. There were four delay groups, with 3-5 min,
40 min (Experiment 2) or 1 h (Experiment 1), 1 day, or 1 week
between sessions. The subjects were run in groups, during regu
larly scheduled class meetings. They were not forewarned of the
second sessions.

For Session I, the subjects read the cover page of instruc-



tions. These specified the task as assigning numbers to repre
sent how long the lines looked, told the subject she could use
any numbers she wanted (very large numbers as well as very
small numbers, including fractions less than I) except for zero,
and cautioned her not to use a ruler or otherwise attempt to
measure the lines, since we were interested in her subjective im
pressions. She was to write the number chosen at the bottom
of each page. The subject worked at her own pace. For Session 2,
the procedure was the same, except that the instructions said,
"On a previous occasion, you have assigned numbers to repre
sent how long some lines look to you. We would like you to
continue the same task with some more lines." The subject was
reminded that she could choose any number that seemed ap
propriate to reflect her impression of length.

Results and Discussion
For each subject for Session I and Session 2, a

least squares fit of log judgments as a function of
log length was obtained; the slope of this function
is the exponent of an individual power function.
The exponents from Experiments 1 and 2 were com
bined for correlational analysis.1 The mean exponent
for Session 1 was .98; standard deviations at dif
ferent delays ranged from .12 to .15. The mean ex
ponent for Session 2 was .98; standard deviations
at different delays ranged from .11 to .14.

The exponents for Session 1 were correlated with
those for Session 2. The resulting values of r, to
gether with the number of subjects, at each delay
are shown in Table 1. For delays of up to 1 day,
correlations are low to moderate, positive, and sig
nificant. After 1 week, the correlation is no longer
significant; at that delay, individuals are inter
changeable with respect to exponents.

But, it could be argued that nonsignificant session
to-session correlations are simply artifacts of the
error of measurement associated with individual
exponents. If these values are large, that is, com
parable in size to the variability in exponents across
individuals, then estimated session-to-session cor
relations are bound to be low even if the "true"
correlation were 1.0. To check this possibility, we
calculated the standard error of each individual ex
ponent and the means of these values for the vari
ous delay conditions at each session, and the corre
sponding standard deviations of individual expo
nents. The results are shown in Table 2. It is clear
that the standard errors of the individual exponents
are substantially smaller than the variability over
subjects (on the order of 1/3) and therefore could
not account for low, nonsignificant correlations.

Table 1
Magnitude Estimation of Length: Correlation Coefficients (r)

Between Session 1 and Session 2 Exponents

Delay
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Table 2
Mean Standard Error and Standard Deviation of Individual

Exponents for Two Sessions at Four Delays

Delay

Zero I h 1 Day 1 Week

SE SD SE SD SE SD SE SD

Session 1 .04 .12 .05 .15 .04 .12 .05 .15
Session 2 .05 .13 .04 .12 .05 .14 .04 .11

Note-The standard error of an individual exponent Pj is
[PrJ(I/rJ) -I} [l/.J(N - 2)}.

Another approach to the problem is to ask whether
a nonsignificant test-retest reliability coefficient
that is, a session-to-session correlation-is pro
duced by a low split-half reliability coefficient
that is, an unreliable estimate of the individual ex
ponent. For Experiment 1 only, split-half reliabil
ity coefficients were determined by calculating for
each subject two exponents, one based on stimulus
values 1, 3, 6, and 8, and the other for values 2, 4,
7, and 9, and correlating them. These coefficients
(corrected for number of stimulus values) ranged
(over the two sessions and various delays) from
+.46 to +.92, with a median of +.75. In compari
son, the highest test-retest coefficient was + .56.

It seems clear that we have sufficiently reliable
estimates of individual exponents, but that at any
single session there are clear differences among in
dividuals. The important result is that these differ
ences do not entail a consistent ordering of subjects
when the test-retest delay is relatively long. What
ever the factors may be that account for intersub
ject differences, those differences are not very du
rable over time, an attribute that seems incompatible
with the usual viewof individual differences.

The outcomes of Experiments 1 and 2 confirm
the conclusion of the previous experiment (M.
Teghtsoonian & R. Teghtsoonian, 1971), in which
subjects assigned numbers to visual area, and gave
us some confidence that the low session-to-session
correlations in that experiment were not an artifact
associated with small Ns and high intrasubject vari
ability. But it seemed desirable to repeat the basic
design with other target modalities, especially ones
that are more purely "sensory" than are visual
length and area. Experiment 3 used a repeated judg
ing design in which delay between first and second
sessions varied from zero to 1 week. The subjects
were asked to match numbers to a 3000-Hz tone
varying in intensity, and to match line length to
luminosity.

Zero

r +.36*
N 79

"p<.05.

Ih

+.55*
52

1 Day

+.35*
70

1 Week

+.09
83

EXPERIMENT 3

Method
Apparatus. The sound signal, a 30Q0-Hz tone produced by a

Hewlett-Packard 24IA oscillator, was attenuated to produce
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variations from 68 to 104 dB SPL in 6-dB steps, and presented
to the subject binaurally through PDR-8 earphones.

The light signal, a luminous disk 14.7 cm in diameter, was
projected on a white wall 114 em from the subject. Room lights
were dimmed. A Carousel projector was used with neutral den
sity filters to produce a variation in range of two log units of
luminosity. Stimulus calibration with an SEI exposure photom
eter showed luminosity values ranging from 0.69 to 69 cd/m-.

Directly in front of the subject during the matching of line
length to luminosity was a band of white paper (adding ma
chine tape, 5.7 cm wide) running the length of a lSO-cm table.
With a black Pentel, she drew a matching line on this paper,
which was then unrolled to conceal the previous match and to
exposea fresh surface for the next one.

Subjects. The subjects were volunteers from an introductory
psychology course at a women's college; they received course
credit for their participation. There were four groups. Originally,
N = 22 for each group. Any subject for whom a power function
was a poor fit to the individual judgments (r' < .70) was re
placed. Eventually, it was necessary to run 33, 42, 41, and 40
subjects, respectively, for the four groups to obtain a final N = 30
for each group for the SPL part of the study, and a final N = 25
for each group for the luminosity part.

Procedure. There were two tasks: In one (number matched
to SPL), the subjects matched numbers to a 3000-Hz tone at
seven sound pressure levels varying over a range of about 100
to 1 (36 dB); in the second (length matched to luminosity), they
matched line lengths to a projected disk of light at seven lu
minosity levels varying over a range of 100 to 1. Task was a
within-subject variable: Every subject performed both tasks
twice, once at Session 1 and once at Session 2. There were four
delays between sessions-zero, 35 min, 24 h, and 7 days; delay
was a between-subjects variable. Table 3 shows the experimental
design schematically. Thus Group 1 was a single group of sub
jects who provided data for zero delay for length-luminosity
and for 35-min delay for number-SPL. Group 2 provided data
for 35-min delay for length-luminosity and zero delay for
number-SPL. Group 3 provided data for I-daY delay for both
tasks; Group 4 provided data for I-weekdelay for both.

Detailed instructions for both tasks were administered in Ses
sion 1. The instructions for length-luminosity are given below;
those for the other task were the same, except that the subject
was asked to match number to loudness:

In the first part of this experiment, I'm going to show you
some circles of light, by projecting them on the wall in front
of the table, and I want you to tell me how bright they look
to you. You'll do this by drawing lines to match. the bright
ness of the circles. For the first circle I show you, draw a line
whose length seems appropriate to the brightness of the cir
cle. For the next circle, draw a line to match its brightness
longer than the line for the first circle if it seems brighter,
shorter if it seems dimmer. And however much brighter or
dimmer the circle looks, make the line you draw that much
longer or shorter. You may make the lines as long or as short

Table 3
Designof Experiment 3

Intersession
Group Session 1 Interval Session 2

1 SPL*Lum None Lum*SPL
2 Lum*SPL None SPL*Lum
3 Lum*SPL 1 Day SPL*Lum
4 Lum*SPL 1 Week SPL*Lum

Note-SPL denotes number matched to sound pressure level;
Lum denotes line length matched to luminance; * indicates a 10·
min break.

as you wish, so long as they are proportional to the bright
ness as it seems to you. . . . You may use as much space as
you want for the line, because there is more paper in the box,
and we willpull out more as you need it ....

At Session2, the instructions were:

[Last week] [Yesterday] you looked at circles of light and
drew lines whose lengths matched the brightnesses. [Today]
I'll show you some more circles, and I'd like you to continue
drawing lines so the lengths are proportional to the bright
nessof the circles ....

The material in square brackets was omitted for Groups 1 and 2.
If the subject asked whether she should try to use the same
lengths as last time, she was told she could make the lines any
lengths she wished, as long as the lengths were proportional
to the brightnesses.

For both tasks, in each session, each value on the target con
tinuum was presented once, in a different random order for
each subject within a group; across groups, the same set of ran
dom orders was used. Each value had an equal probability of
occurring first, and thus of being treated by the subject as a
"standard." A target value was presented once for 2 sec; after
a 3D-sec interval, the next value was presented. Each session
contained a IO-min break, during which the subject left the ex
perimental room. For Groups 3 and 4, she was reminded to
return 1 day (or 1 week) later; if she asked what would happen
on that occasion, she was told that she would perform similar
tasks.

Results
Least squares fits to individual log judgments as

a function of log stimulus intensity yielded expo
nents, scale factors, and r2s for individual power
functions.

Number-SPL. The four delay groups had the
same exponent relating number to SPL, for both
sessions (one-way analyses of variance yield F < 1
in each case). The mean exponent, pooling over
delay groups, is 0.38 for Session 1 and 0.44 for Ses
sion 2; the Session 1 exponent is smaller [t(120) =
4.65, p < .01] The value of 0.4 is one we have
obtained previously (R. Teghtsoonian & M.
Teghtsoonian, 1978) for naive subjects making
magnitude estimations of a two-log-unit range of
SPL. The mean r2 is .89 for Session 1, .92 for Ses
sion 2. The standard deviation of the distribution
of the exponents, pooled over delay groups, is 0.16
for both sessions; this should be compared with
the means of the standard errors of individual ex
ponents, pooled over delay groups-O.06 for both
sessions.

Length-luminosity. The four delay groups had
the same exponent relating length to luminosity,
for both sessions (one-way analyses of variance
yield F < 1 in each case). The mean exponent, pool
ing over delay groups, is 0.26 for Session 1 and 0.25
for Session 2; the small difference is not reliable
[t(98)=1.90, p > .05]. The mean r2 is .84 for Ses
sion 1, .85 for Session 2. The standard deviation
of the distribution of exponents, pooled over delay
groups, is about 0.09 for both sessions; the means
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lation is +.65. For line length matched to luminos
ity (Figure 1b), the pattern is irregular, with r2 rising
from a nonsignificant value at no delay to signif
icant levels at 35-min and l-day delays and falling
to a nonsignificant value at a l-week delay (a =
0.05).

These correlations include all subjects for whom
individual r-s were equal to or greater than .70 for
both sessions. If we raise the criterion r2 to .80,
mean r2 becomes .91 (Session 1) and .93 (Session 2)
for SPL exponents, and .88 (Sessions 1 and 2) for
luminosity exponents. For the resulting smaller
groups, Figure 1a shows significant correlations
(Ns=28, 27, 29, and 25 in Groups 1-4, respectively)
between SPL exponents. Figure 1b shows the cor
relations for luminosity exponents, with signif
icant values for delays up to 1 day and a nonsig
nificant value for the l-week delay (Ns=15, 13,
18, and 11, for Groups 1-4, respectively). The stan
dard deviations for these smaller distributions of
exponents are around 0.16 for SPL and around
0.07 for luminosity. The mean standard errors of
individual exponents are around 0.05 for SPL and
around 0.04 for luminosity.

Discussion
The design of this study required matching num

ber to sound pressure level to follow matching length
to luminosity for Groups 1, 3, and 4 but to pre
cede it for Group 2. That all groups are equivalent
in Session 1 number-SPL exponent and length
luminosity exponent indicates that the order of the
tasks did not influence matching performance. The
independence of SPL and luminosity exponents
for Session 1 is also demonstrated by the nonsig
nificant correlation between them. Thus, the two
parts of the designmay be treated as separate studies,
each varying delay for one of the matching tasks.

A major finding is the failure of session-to-session
correlation to decrease at all with delay for match
ing number to sound intensity. If this result is con
sidered together with that of Logue (1976), who
also found no decrease with delay, that correlation
is between +.6 and +.7 for delays up to 11 weeks,
indicating that one-third to one-half of the variance
in number-SPL exponents is attributable to indi
viduals."

The pattern of correlations for length-luminosity
matching is not as clear. One reasonable interpre
tation of the data shown in Figure 1b is that there
is a moderate correlation, around + .6, for the three
shorter delays, but no significant correlation for
the l-week delay. Judgments of line length showed
the same pattern in Experiments 1 and 2. The in
dividual data exhibit more variability than those
for number-SPL, and the failure of the zero-delay
condition to exhibit a significant correlation is prob-

16040 80 120
DELAY (HR)

b. length, luminosity

"0- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - ()
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o
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~----~

C\l

~- .001----"----'---........--.......-1
1.00
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of the standard errors of individual exponents,
pooled over delay groups, are 0.04 and 0.05 for
Sessions 1 and 2, respectively.

Tasks compared. A comparison of the two tasks
shows (1) a higher exponent for number matched
to SPL than for length matched to luminosity-the
former is about 1.6 times the latter. On the assump
tion that length and number are related by an ex
ponent of unity (supported by Stevens & Guirao,
1963, and M. Teghtsoonian, 1965), this difference
is in the direction predicted from the values tabled
by Stevens (1975); (2) a lower standard deviation
of the distribution of exponents for length-luminosity
than for number-SPL-the former is about half
the latter; (3) lower values of r2 for individual ex
ponents for length-luminosity.2

The correlation between Session 1 exponents for
number matched to SPL and line length matched
to luminosity, + .18, is not significant (df=74,
p> .OS).

Session-to-session correlations. The session-to
session correlations r12 between individual expo
nents are shown in Figures 1a and lb. For number
matched to SPL (Figure 1a), the correlation is sig
nificant at all delays (a =0.05); the median corre-

Figure 1. (a) Session I·Session 1 correlation between expo
nents for number matcbed to SPL at four delays. Filled drcl_
subjects for wbom r' ~ .10; open clrcl_r' ~ .70. (b) Session1·
Session 1 correlation between exponents for lenltb matcbed
to luminosity at four delays. Filled circles-subjects for wbom
r' ~ .110; openclrcl_r' ~ .70.
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ably related to this higher variability, a possibility
that receives support from the finding that the
correlation is significant for a smaller group of sub
jects who met a more rigorous criterion for good
ness of the power function fit.

It should be noted that whatever factors con
tribute to the reliable session-to-session correla
tions for a single task do not control them task
to-task. The correlation between number-SPL and
length-luminosity exponents is not reliable. The
hypothesis that individuals have characteristic ranges
independent of the matching continuum is not sup
ported by these data; the subjects did not consis
tently "constrict" or "expand" the ranges of num
ber and length.

Some tentative conclusions can be drawn from
the outcome of Experiment 3, taken together with
the other work reported and reviewed here. In some
procedures-number matched to visual area and to
visual length, line length matched to luminosity
a l-week delay between two judgment sessions is
sufficient to reduce the correlation between ex
ponents to a value close to zero. But in other pro
cedures such a reduction does not occur: We and
Logue have failed to 'find it for number matched
to sound pressure level; Dawson and his colleagues
have failed to find it for duration matched to area
and for sound pressure level and duration matched
to each other. The possibility arises that the du
rability of the individual exponent over time varies
with the target continuum, with the matching con
tinuum, or with the combination. The studies avail
able at present have not varied the choice of con
tinua systematically, and no conclusions can be
drawn for the moment.

A question that should be raised is how much
forgetting we can expect to occur as delays are in
creased up to 1 week. Underwood (1957) pointed
out that, when retention of a deliberately learned
list is tested after 24 h, rather little forgetting is
measured if the subjects have not previously learned
other lists. Underwood did not have data for for
getting as a function of time with partial learning
or after minimal proactive interference, but he ex
pected that the fall in the retention curve over time
would be relatively small. We may, then, have been
naive in expecting that delay alone would produce
substantial forgetting in the repeated judging task
unless there existed a source of substantial proac
tive inhibition. The average subject has little, if
any, experience in matching numbers to sound
pressure levels, whereas most have had consider
able experience in matching numbers to lengths.
We may speculate that proactive interference func
tions in the latter case to produce greater forgetting.

In the next studies, rather than relying on what
ever effects might occur with the passage of time,

we sought to interfere actively with the subject's
tendency (if she does have one) to use remembered
numbers in the second series of judgments.

EXPERIMENTS 4 AND 5

Our tactic for preventing the subject from using
the same responses in the two series of judgments
was to assign a modulus for the first series and a
different modulus for the second." Thus, whereas
the subject could produce the same exponent in
both series by repeating ratios of judgments, she
could not do so by repeating the numbers them
selves. If high session-to-session correlations de
pend on repeated judgments, then this procedure
should reduce them to zero. If, on the other hand,
such high correlations reflect enduring individual
characteristics, this procedure should produce little
change in the value r = + .6. Two experiments were
carried out, one a replication of the other.

Method
Subjects. The subjects were recruited from an introductory

psychology course and received credit for their participation.
In Experiment 4, there were 43 subjects; of these, 11 were dis
carded (see Results for criterion), leaving a final N = 32. In Ex
periment 5, there were 47 subjects, of whom 12 were discarded,
for a final N =35.

Apparatus. The apparatus for producing a 3QOO-Hz tone of
variable intensity was the same as that described for Experiment 3.

Procedure. The subjects were run singly. Each twice judged
a series of eight intensities, covering a 32-dB range in 4-dB steps,
with a different random order of presentation each time. In
structions before Session 1 were as given for number-SPL match
ing in Experiment 3, except that the following sentence was
substituted for "for the first tone, choose a number that seems
appropriate to its loudness": "The loudness of the first tone
you hear will be called [assigned modulus I]. That is, however,
loud the first tone sounds to you, call that loudness [assigned
modulus 1]." Instructions for Session 2, which came directly
after Session I with an intersession interval of zero, were: "Now
you'll hear some more tones and I'd like you to continue as
signing numbers proportional to the loudness. This time, though,
the loudness of the first tone you hear will be called [assigned
modulus 2]; you should assign numbers to the other tones ac
cording to their loudness relative to the loudness of the tone
called [assignedmodulus 2]."

The standard stimulus was selected at random from the nine
stimulus values, with the restriction that each value was the
standard for Session 1 and the standard for Session 2 once
for every nine subjects. The standard was presented twice, for
2 sec each time. In Experiment 4, the subject then judged the
nine stimuli in random order; in Experiment 5, she judged the
other eight stimuli in random order. Each stimulus was pre
sented once for 2 sec.

The assigned moduli were selected from numbers actually
given to these particular. stimulus values by subjects in match
ing numbers to SPL (in an unpublished experiment) under free
modulus instructions. The selection followed four rules: (I) A
different modulus was used in'each session; (2) different modulus
standard pairings were used for each subject; (3) the modulus
standard pairing for Session 2 was done so that the subject
would have to use absolute numbers different from those she
had used in Session 1; (4) for half the subjects, the Session 1
modulus was larger than the Session2 modulus.
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Note-The standard error of an individual exponent (3j is
/(3j'J(l/rJ) - 1/ /1/J(N - 2)/.

Table 4
Magnitude Estimation of loudness With Modulus Change: Means

and Standard Deviations of the Distributions of Individual
Exponents, and Means of the Distributions of Standard

Errors and r 2 s Associated With Those Exponents

Experiment 4
Session I .62 .27 .07 .90
Session 2 .53 .25 .06 .91

Experiment 5
Session I .49 .19 .07 .89
Session 2 .56 .32 .07 .90

Results and Discussion
Power functions were fitted to each subject's

judgments for each session; the assigned modulus
was treated as a judgment in Experiment 5. Any
subject for whom r1 was less than .80 was discarded
and replaced. Table 4 shows means, standard de
viations, and standard errors for individual expo
nents, and means of associated r1s. In comparison,
these values from the no-delay group in Experi
ment 3, who matched number to sound pressure
level with a free modulus, are exponents 0.36 and
0.41, SDs=0.13 and 0.14, and r1s=.90 and.90 for
Sessions 1 and 2, respectively. We find that the as
signed modulus apparently does not disrupt match
ing behavior, since power functions fit individual
judgments as well in Experiments 4 and 5 as in Ex
periment 3. When the modulus-change technique
is used, the exponents are somewhat closer to the
value of 0.67 for loudness suggested by Stevens
(1972). Standard deviations are larger, an out
come discussedbelow.

Session-to-session correlation between exponents.
For Experiment 4, the correlation r between Ses
sion 1 and Session 2 exponents is + .02, and for Ex
periment 5, it is +.27; neither value is significant
(a= .05). (For the experiments combined, r= +.11,
e > .05.) When the subject is prevented from using
the same numbers (though not from using the same
or other appropriate ratios), the intersession cor
relation between number-SPL exponents is not
reliably different from zero, even when there is no
delay. This finding is consistent with the hypoth
esis that previously obtained correlations of +.6
after delays up to 11 weeks depend on subjects'
using the same or similar numbers. Given that hy
pothesis, we speculate that the standard procedure
exemplified in Experiment 3 does not completely
interfere with retention when those numbers are
matched to sound pressure levels, a unique pairing
for most subjects.

An alternative interpretation. Although reduced
correlation coefficients are usually interpreted as

evidence of a reduction in the degree of associ
ation, an alternative interpretation is possible. Since
the correlation coefficient is statable as the ratio
of covariance to the product of the two standard
deviations, any experimental manipulation that
increases these standard deviations (between-subjects
variability of exponents in the present case) with
out a corresponding increase in covariance will lead
to a reduced correlation. In short, it is possible
that our modulus assignment procedure consti
tutes just such a manipulation, and that the degree
of association between Session 1 and Session 2 ex
ponents is unaffected (as indicated by their covari
ance), but that the reduced correlation is entirely
attributable to the resulting increase in variability.
(It should be noted in passing that for such an out
come to occur, the variability-enhancing operation
must be unsystematic in its influence. If, for ex
ample, modulus assignment increased exponents
by a multiplicative transformation, then the co
variance as well as the univariate variances would
increase, and the correlation coefficient would re
main unchanged.)

Fortunately this alternative interpretation is sub
ject to evaluation. First, a comparison was made
between the variances in exponents for Experiment 3,
on the one hand, and for Experiments 4 and 5, on
the other. The data from Experiment 3 for sub
jects matching number to sound pressure level at
all delays represent performance on a free-modulus,
no-standard task, and can serve as a comparison
for data from the assigned-modulus task. The vari
ance in exponents in Experiment 3, Session 1, for
the 107 subjects with r1 greater than or equal to .80
is .028, whereas for the 67 comparable subjects in
Experiments 4 and 5, it is .058; the difference is
reliable [F(66,106)= 2.04, p < .05). For Session 2,
the comparable variances are .023 and .082; the
difference is again reliable [F(66,106)=3.57, p < .05).
However, we can also compare covariances: The
covariance in Experiment 3 is .018, and in Experi
ments 4 and 5, .008, and the difference is reliable
[F(66,106) = 2.29, p < .05). Thus, the assigned
modulus technique both increases between-subject
variance and decreasescovariance.

We may, with some caution, even go a step further
and ask what correlation coefficient would have
resulted in Experiments 4 and 5, given the obtained
covariance noted above, if the Session 1 and Ses
sion 2 variances remained unchanged from the re
sults obtained in Experiment 3. To estimate this
value, the covariance for Experiments 4 and 5 is
divided by the product of the standard deviations
for Sessions 1 and 2 of Experiment 3. The result,
0.32, evaluated for the sample size of 67 noted above
for the pooled results of Experiments 4 and 5, is
significant at the .01 level. While the results of such
a post hoc analysis must be viewed with some cau
tion, they do suggest that even when steps are taken

Mean SE Mean r 2SDMean
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FIpre 1. NUJDber matches made by Subject VI-l1 to a 3000
Hz toue varying in lOud inteDSlty, in two series of judaments
with different standards and assiped moduli.

to insure that second-session judgments are truly
independent of first-session judgments, there re
mains a reliable effect due to individual differences.
What is notable, however, is that the magnitude
of this effect is small, accounting for less than 10070
of the total variance, and requires an unusually
large sample size to achieve statistical significance.
This very modest effect provides little support for
the argument that psychophysical power law ex
ponents, because of the unusually large individual
differences that characterize them, stand apart from
other physical and psychological measures. It seems
clear that an estimate of persisting individual dif
ferences based only on the variability observed in
a single session, or on session-to-session correla
tion obtained without vigorous efforts to assure
session-to-session independence,willbe too high.

Unusual matching behavior. The matching be
havior of some of our subjects deserves scrutiny.
Several subjects in Experiment 5 produced an ex
ponent near the mean value for one session and an
extremely low exponent (0.05~.1O) for the other.
Figure 2 shows data from one such subject. The
source of the discrepancy is obvious. It is as if the
subject instructed herself to assign a different num
ber to each loudness, but to have numbers for ad
jacent loudness separated by the same interval. If
the modulus is small, and the interval appropri
ately selected relative to the stimulus values (in Ses
sion 1, the modulus was 8.5, and, apparently, the
interval was I), the exponent will be appropriate.
If, however, the modulus is large, and the same
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Fiaure 3. Number matches made by Subject VI-8 to a 3000
Hz tone varying in loud intensity, in two series of judaments
with different standards and assignedmoduli.

interval is maintained, the exponent will be very
small, as in Session 2. As long as the subject can
discriminate the stimulus levels, her power func
tion will have a high r1

, but as the modulus increases
in size, the exponent willbecome smaller and smaller.
Altogether, five subjects with similar matching be
havior were identified.

Many experimenters who use number matching
suspect that some subjects engage in category judg
ing, in spite of instructions to make the ratio of
numbers correspond to the ratio of sensations.
The modulus-change procedure may be a way to
discover such subjects, and provides an objective
criterion for discarding their data. In the present
study, the mean exponents increase somewhat, to
0.51 and 0.63, for Sessions 1 and 2, respectively,
without the five subjects describedabove.

Another group of subjects can be identified who
used particular numbers a), ... , a, for stimulus
values 1 to n in Session 1, and used numbers lOa),
... , lOa,. (or l00a) in Session 2. Figure 3 shows
the most striking example of this type of perfor
mance: The open circles show the numbers assigned
in Session 1; the closed circles show the numbers
assigned in Session 2, which are exactly 10 times
greater for six of nine stimulus values. Perhaps six
subjects performed in this way. The moral is that
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subjects prefer to use the same numbers again, and
may find a way to do so even when the experimenter
attempts to forestall it.

The data from these two groups of subjects whose
number matching is in some respects unlike that of
the majority do not, however, change the conclu
sions about interindividual consistency in expo
nent: If all 11 subjects identified in the preceding
paragraphs are excluded, the correlation between
exponents for the two sessions remains no differ
ent from zero [r(22)= +.11, P > .05].

The results of these two experiments show that,
by the fairly simple tactic of preventing the subject
from repeating responses to a re-presented stim
ulus-while not preventing the subject from repeat
ing a response ratio to a re-presented pair of stim
uli-it is possible to reduce the correlation between
individual exponents on two occasions of judging
from a moderate value of +.6 (which may be main
tained even when the intersession interval is as long
as 11 weeks) to a value not different from zero even
with no delay.

CONCLUSIONS

The observation in which this series of studies
had its inception is that the exponent of the psycho
physical power function shows wide variation across
continua and, for a given continuum, among in
dividuals. If the mean exponent characterizing a
given continuum is taken as an indicator of the
transducing properties of the associated sensory
system, then the individual exponents, whose dis
tribution provides an estimate of that mean, must
reflect the transduction that occurs within each in
dividual. But the variation in exponent among in
dividuals is much greater than would be expected
from what is known about individual differences
in the structure of sensory systems. An alternative
hypothesis to account for variation in exponent is
that it is attributable to individual differences in
ways of responding. Both these alternatives are
based on an assumption that differences in expo
nent depend on enduring characteristics (whether
sensory or response-based) of the individual. The
assumption is based on the argument that a high
test-retest reliability for scores (exponents) dem
onstrates that a high proportion of variance is at
tributable to enduring characteristics of the indi
vidual. It is the conclusion of this paper that the
argument, and hence the assumption it supports,
is incorrect, and that high test-retest correlations
can be obtained in the absence of characteristic
sensory or response features, simply because sub
jects remember what they have done before. A num
ber of situational factors can determine differences
in exponent on a first set of judgments, but on the
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second set, in addition, the subject is influenced
by how he responded on the first set.

We have provided one test of this nonindepen
dence hypothesis by manipulating two variables
test-retest delay and modulus assignment-that
can plausibly be imagined to increase the indepen
dence of one set of judgments from another, and
have observed the resulting decrease in test-retest
correlations. Nonetheless, it would be valuable if
alternative tests could be developed. For example,
we would like to measure the effect of test-retest
delay on the similarity of the two sets of judgments.
But it is not obvious how best to evaluate similar
ity. Whether repetition of single judgments, dupli
cation of range or central tendency, or some com
bination of these should be used remains unclear
and further investigation on this problem is in prog-
~. -

The studies reported here show that on some con
tinua, the passage of time (and, presumably, the
occurrence of forgetting) is sufficient to lessen the
constraint exerted by the first set of responses on
the second; on other continua, more active inter
ference that makes the first set of responses un
available to the subject is required to achieve that
effect. For three continua, at least-sound inten
sity, luminance, and visual size-it is possible to
obtain test-retest correlations not significantly dif
ferent from zero. That fact makes it necessary to
scrutinize the design of any experiment claiming
a significant reliability coefficient to ascertain that
memory effects could not have inflated its value.

This could occur not only when target and judg
mental continua are the same in repeated testing,
but also when the target continuum changes but
the judgmental continuum does not (e.g., Jones &
Marcus, 1961; Rule & Markley, 1971). Rule and
Markley, for example, had subjects assign number
and force of handgrip to circle area and to numer
ousness of dots. The test-retest reliability of co
efficients was around +.8 when target continuum
alone changed, but around -.1 to +.3 when the
judgmental continuum alone changed. Rule and
Markley concluded that interindividual variability
in exponents stems primarily from idiosyncratic
response biases. Certainly their results contradict
the hypothesis that differences in sensory operat
ing characteristics account for most of the vari
ability. Their results do not, however, rule out the
possibility that it is a tendency to repeat responses
already made (whether numbers or handgrips),
rather than characteristic response biases, that ac
counts for the correlations when the judgmental
continuum was unchanged.

It is interesting to note that, when the judgmental
continuum is changed, the test-retest correlation
goes toward zero in the study by Rule and Markley
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(1971). It is also true that when both target and
judgmental continua are changed, a situation in
which positive correlations should emerge if sub
jects have typical response biases (e.g., to constrict
the range on the judgmental continuum), no such
correlations are found. Thus, in Experiment 3, the
correlation between exponents for number matched
to sound intensity and line length matched to lu
minosity, with an N =74, was a nonsignificant + .2.
In a study by Wanschura and Dawson (1974), sub
jects matched sound intensity to duration, and du
ration to sound intensity; the correlation expected
on the response-bias hypothesis was not found.

In short, our contention is that there is no com
pelling evidence that the reported variability in indi
vidual exponents in the typical cross-modal match
ing study is associated with comparable variability
in enduring individual characteristics, whether of
sensory systems or of response mechanisms, and
that the apparent association depends upon the
operation of memory for previously made responses.

We also issue a caveat about the use of mag
nitude estimation procedures (such as those re
ported by Luce & Mo, 1965, and more recently by
Green & Luce, 1974, and Green, Luce, & Duncan,
1977) that entail many (30 to 60) repetitions of each
stimulus value. The purpose of such a procedure
is clear and reasonable-to improve reliability of
estimated values, and to provide estimates of vari
ability for each subject's judgments. However,
from the perspective of our research, that procedure
resembles our zero-delay condition, with many rep
etitions of the whole ensemble of stimuli rather than
just one. Indeed, it is typical of the studies cited
to have provided subjects with extensive prior prac
tice, offering still more opportunity for the subject
to become familiar with the stimulus set and his
own set of responses. Despite the many differences
between the two- and extended-repetition proce
dures, our results with the former suggest that cau
tion is in order in accepting the assumption, im
plicit in the latter, that successive groups of judg
ments are independent of one another. It should
be emphasized that this is quite a different matter
from the question of whether the judgment of a
single stimulus is independent of the immediately
preceding responses or stimuli. The finding of
Jesteadt, Luce, and Green (1977), for example,
that "sequential effects do not extend over more
than one trial" does not address the question of
whether successive judgments of the same stimulus
are independent. If, as our results lead us to sus
pect, they are not, then estimates of both the means
and variances of such groups of judgments may
be biased, and as a result compromise any analysis
based upon them.

What, then, are the sources of variability in in-

dividual exponents? Among factors on the stim
ulus side are variability in target values (Cain, 1977,
demonstrated that, on the continuum of odorant
concentration, large differences from the nominal
level of the target may occur and are not ordinar
ily recognized by the experimenter), and differences
in stimulus context in random presentation orders
(Cross, 1973,and R. Teghtsoonian & M. Teghtsoonian,
1978, have shown that the immediate context in
which a stimulus occurs influences the judgment
made); on the response side, a subject's choice of
modulus (Engen & Ross, 1966) can influence the
exponents, as may features of the response ap
paratus when the subject selects response values
on some physical continuum. Walsh and Browman
(1978) showed that, when care is taken to eliminate
as many nonsensory sources of variability as pos
sible, there is very little intraindividual exponent
variability; unfortunately, their N of 3 does not
permit us to estimate the interindividual variability
under those circumstances. It remains a tenable
hypothesis that very little of the variability in in
dividual exponents is a reflection of enduring idio
syncratic characteristics, and that small individual
differences in sensory systems may adequately ac
count for that little.

However, some caution should be observed in
evaluating our findings or other results based on
similar techniques. First, the kind of correlational
analysis we have used may not always provide a
definitive resolution of the individual differences
problem. If the error associated with estimating in
dividual exponents is high, then nonsignificant
session-to-session correlations could result even
though there were real individual differences. For
the experiments reported in this paper, we have
provided evidence against the applicability of this
objection: Error in individual exponent estimation
is low relative to variability over subjects, and there
fore is an unlikely explanation of the absence of
session-to-session correlation. Second, we have not
investigated the problem using the technique em
ployed by Green, Luce, and their associates, and
there is no direct evidence that the large and strik
ing individual differences that they find are not
due to permanent characteristics of individuals.
An attempt to apply the modulus-shift technique
to their version of the magnitude estimation task
is certainly warranted. However, there is evidence
(King & Lockhead, 1982) that, even when many
closely spaced signals are employed (as in the Green
Luce technique), subjects can learn, when given
feedback, to provide for each of those signals an
average judgment in close agreement with an
experimenter-assigned value, even one sharply dif
ferent from the one the subject could be expected
to generate spontaneously. This finding, that sub-



jects can learn and remember assigned responses
for as many as 30 signals spaced at I-dB intervals,
suggests that the Green-Luce technique is not im
mune to the influence of mnemonic processes. Thus,
there is no more reason for regarding the large dif
ferences among individuals obtained by Green and
Luce as evidence of permanent individual differ
ences than there is in the case of the more tradi
tional magnitude estimation procedures that we
have employed. Third, it must be emphasized that
we are not asserting that there are no individual
differences in power law exponents. It would be
astonishing if this measure were unique in being
free of variability over individuals. What is at is
sue is whether the very large variability that has
been frequently observed and reported is entirely
due to permanent qualities of the individual sub
jects or whether a major part of that variability
simply reflects a variety of uncontrolled procedural
artifacts. Our correlational analysis suggests that
the latter may be true. But only when we have learned
to identify and control all of those artifacts will
it be possible to generate the strongest evidence for
the low-individual differences hypothesis-low vari
ability in individual exponents within a single ses
sion. In the meantime, we feel that caution needs
to be exercised from the other side of the issue as
well: It is a mistake to assume, as has been com
monly done in the past, that large intrasession dif
ferences in exponents prove that there are endur
ing and distinctive characteristics of the individual
subjects' sensory or response mechanisms. They
do not.

Finally, something needs to be said about the
theoretical significance of this issue. The question
of individual differences has often been raised in
contexts in which little more is implied than the
fact that individuals differ in some trait or quality.
But in the case of psychophysical exponents, Luce
(1972) has made clear the argument that the fun
damental nature of psychophysical measurement
may hinge on the question of variability over sub
jects. Summarizing his argument, Luce (1972) says
that psychophysical measures are unlike physical
measures because they "do not exhibit any fixed
relation to physical measures ... when examined
over individuals" (p. 96). In our view, the evidence
for this argument is not strong. What has been
widely accepted as evidence for very large indi
vidual differences may be only the cumulative ef
fects of such arbitrary experimenter variables as
stimulus order and such incidental subject variables
as modulus selection and memory. No matter how
plausible Luce's suggested alternative view of psy
chophysical measurement as the outcome of obser
vers' functioning as transducers calibrated differ
ently from one another, the available evidence on
individual differences in exponents does not require
us to accept it.
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NOTES

1. Data from the two experiments were combined to provide
more stable estimates of the value of r. Analyses carried out
on the data from each experiment separately lead to the same
conclusion about the effect of delay.

2. These means of exponents and associated standard devi-

ations, and mean r's and standard errors, are based on sets of
subjects that do not overlap completely for number-SPL and
length-luminosity exponents. However, if only scores from sub
jects who contributed both exponents (N = 79) are considered,
the values given here are virtually unchanged.

3. A pilot study, in which subjects matched numbers to sound
pressure level at delays of up to 1 day, obtained similar corre
lations: For zero delay, r(23)= +.66 (P < .05); for l-h delay,
r(26)=+.80 (p< .05); for l-day delay, r(25) =+.70 (p< .05).
Hellman (1981) also reported a correlation of +.95 for seven
subjects matching number to sound pressure level at 4-6-week
delays (although a correlation at a 6-month delay was not sig
nificant).

4. We preferred this tactic to the alternative of changing the
signal intensities from session to session. Unless the shift in sig
nal intensity were large, we feared that the new set of signals
might not be discriminated as being different from the first set
and would be judged with the same, remembered set of re
sponses. If the signal-intensity shift were large, any decorrela
tion of exponents might be attributed to the change in the re
gion of the intensity scale being explored. In principle, the
intensity-shift tactic is an attractive one, but seems to us to be
burdened by more potential problems than does the one we chose.

(Manuscript receivedMay 17, 1982;
revision accepted for publication November 30, 1982.)


